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Ouestion One:

a) Neyman -Pearson lemma states that:

" I f  C isacr i t ica l reg ionof  s izeaandKisaconstant  such that  P< X ins ideC
L1

- L ^
and # > K outside C, then C is the most powerful critical region for testing 0 = 0o

uguinri0 : 91". Prove the above lemma

b) Given a random sample of size n:20 from N(p,5) use Neyman -Pearson lemma
to findtheMPTofsizes - 0.05 totest Ho: F - 7 versus H1: p ) 7.

Ouestion Two:

a) SupposewewishtotestHo: F - 15 versus H1: p - L6

with a = P = 0.05. Find the sample size that will ensure this accuracy assume
0 2  = 9 .

b) Given a random sample of size n from a normal distribution with mean p
(unknown) and variance o2. For testing Hs: o2 = do2 versus H1: o, ) o&, show
that the likelihood ratio test is equivalent to the chi- square test.

auestiotrJhrcc. True or false? Correct the false

1- The random variable ryis distributed as chi-square with n-l degrees of
freedom

2' The p-value of a test is the largest value of a that would lead to accept the
alternative hypothesis. 

_
3- The random variable 

x-1t '
,ffiit standard normal distributed.

4- The power function is the probability to accept the null hypothesis
5- If X is a continuous random variable then the distribution of F;(x) is

uniform with parameters a and b
6- A type I error is made if Hs is rejected when H1 is true
7 - A Test is MPT. of size a if it has the size of its type I error equal to a and has

smallest type II enor among all other tests with size of type I error c or less.

Hint: use Zo,os : 1,64
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